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The Internet serves as an enormous accelerator of business processes 
and has revolutionized business operations around the world. 
The resulting changes in the production industry can also be de-
scribed as a revolution – the 4th Industrial Revolution. Industry 4.0 
affects all aspects of the industrial value chain, including the very 
important aspects of industrial communication and security.
It is key here that, in light of digitalization and the ever increasing networking of machines and 
plants, data security is always taken into account. The use of industrial security solutions precisely 
tailored to the needs of industry is therefore of fundamental importance – and should be insepa-
rably linked with industrial communication.

The topic of cybersecurity is also becoming increasingly important due to the constantly growing 
number of convergent networks in companies and the increased frequency of cyber attacks and 
has long been the focus of standardization efforts by international committees such as the Inter-
national Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
Moreover, security is also regulated at the national level by laws and regulations addressing criti-
cal infrastructures in particular in order to accommodate increased security requirements. Exam-
ples include the IT Security Act in Germany, the ANSSI Certification in France, NERC CIP in the USA 
and many more. Thanks to these standards and regulations, it is now possible to take advantage 
of the tremendous opportunities offered by open communication and the increased networking 
of production systems while also appropriately addressing the accompanying high risks. Siemens 
supports you here in adequately protecting your industrial plant from cyber attacks – as part of an 
integrated portfolio for industrial security.
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No. Threat Explanation

1 Unauthorized use of
remote maintenance access

Maintenance access is an intentionally created opening of the ICS network to the outside, 
which is often inadequately protected.

2 Online attacks via 
office/enterprise networks

In general, office IT equipment is connected with the Internet in many ways. Usually, there are 
also network connections from the office network to the ICS network, allowing attackers to use 
this route.

3 Attacks against standard 
components used in the 
ICS network

Standard IT components (commercial off-the-shelf, COTS) such as operating systems, applica-
tion servers and databases usually contain errors and vulnerabilities, which can be exploited 
by attackers. If these standard components are also used in the ICS network, this increases 
the risk of a successful attack on the ICS systems.

4 (D)DoS attacks (Distributed) denial of service attacks can be used to disrupt network connections and required 
resources and cause systems to crash, e.g. to disrupt the functionality of an ICS.

5 Human error
and sabotage

Deliberate actions – regardless of whether by internal or external offenders – are a massive 
threat to all security goals. In addition, negligence and human failure are a great danger, 
especially when it comes to protecting confidentiality and availability.

6 Introduction of malicious code 
via removable media and 
external hardware

The use of removable media and mobile IT components by external personnel always entails a 
major risk of malware infections. The significance of this threat was demonstrated by Stuxnet, 
for example.

7 Reading and writing
messages in the ICS network

Since most control components today communicate via plain-text protocols and are thus unpro-
tected, it is often possible to eavesdrop and introduce control commands without much effort.

8 Unauthorized access 
to resources

In particular, internal offenders or follow-up attacks after intrusion from the outside have an 
easy time if methods for authentication and authorization of services and components in the 
process network are non-existent or not secure.

9 Attacks on network components Network components can be manipulated by attackers, for example to carry out man-in-the-
middle attacks or to make sniffing easier.

10 Technical malfunctions
and force majeure

Failures due to extreme environmental influences or technical defects are always possible – 
the risk and the potential for damage can only be minimized here.

Industrial Security 
A look at the threat situation

Source:
BSI-CS 029 | Version 2.0 dated 11 July 2018
Note:
This list of threats was compiled in close cooperation between BSI (German Federal Office for 
Information Security) and representatives of industry.
Using BSI analyses, the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) publishes statistics and reports on 
current topics relating to cybersecurity. Please direct all comments and notes to:
cs-info@bsi.bund.de

Threat overview
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With defense in depth, Siemens provides a multi-faceted 
concept that gives your system both all-round and in-
depth protection. The concept is based on plant security, 
network security and system integrity – according to the 
recommendations of IEC 62443, the leading standard for 
security in industrial automation. 

Plant security 
Plant security uses a number of different methods to pre-
vent unauthorized persons from gaining physical access to 
critical components. This starts with conventional building 
access and extends to securing sensitive areas by means of 
key cards. Comprehensive security monitoring leads to 
transparency with regard to the security status of produc-
tion facilities. Thanks to continuous analyses and correla-
tions of existing data and through comparison of these 
with threat indicators, security-relevant events can be 
detected and classified according to risk factors. On this 
basis and through regular status reports, plant owners 
receive an overview of the current security status of their 
production facilities, enabling them to react swiftly to 
threats.

Physical access protection
Processes and guidelines
Holistic security monitoring

Plant security

Security threats
demand action

System hardening
Patch management
Detection of attacks
Authentication and access 
protection

System integrity

Cell protection and
perimeter network
Firewalls and VPN

Network security
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Defense in depth

Network security as a central component of the Siemens Industrial Security concept
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Network security 
Network security means protecting automation networks 
from unauthorized access. This includes the monitoring of all 
interfaces such as the interfaces between office and plant 
networks or the remote maintenance access to the Internet. 
It can be accomplished by means of firewalls and, if applica-
ble, by establishing a secured and protected "demilitarized 
zone" (DMZ). The DMZ is used for making data available to 
other networks without granting direct access to the automa-
tion network itself. The security-related segmentation of the 
plant network into individually protected automation cells 
minimizes risks and increases security. Cell division and device 
assignment are based on communication and protection 
requirements. Data transmission can be encrypted using 
Virtual Private Network (VPN) and thus be protected from data 
espionage and manipulation. The communication nodes are 
securely authenticated. Automation networks, automation 
systems and industrial communication can be made secure 
with SCALANCE S Industrial Security Appliances, SCALANCE M 
industrial routers and security communications processors for 
SIMATIC.
System integrity
The third pillar of defense in depth is the safeguarding of system 
integrity. The emphasis here is on protecting automation sys-
tems and control components such as SIMATIC S7-1200 and 
S7-1500 as well as SCADA and HMI systems against unauthor-
ized access and on meeting special requirements such as know-
how protection. Furthermore, system integrity also involves 
authentication of users, access and change authorizations, and 
system hardening – in other words, the robustness of compo-
nents against possible attacks.

© Siemens AG 2018
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Domain 
Controller

Plant Security

System Integrity

Network Security

Factory Automation

Office Network

SIMATIC S7-1500 with 
CP 1543-1

Production 1

SIMATIC 
S7-400 with 
CP 443-1 
Advanced

with with 

MRP ring

SIMATIC 
ET 200SP with 
CP 1543SP-1

Industrial Ethernet
PROFINET (Fiber optic)

SCALANCE
XC206-2

SCALANCE 
SC636-2C

SIMATIC 
ET 200SP

SINAMICS 
G120

SIMATIC 
TP700

PROFINET

SCALANCE
XC206-2

SCALANCE 
SC646-2C

SCALANCE 
SC646-2C

SCALANCE 
XC206-2

 
Industrial security at a glance

Secured communication, network access protection and network segmentation with Security Integrated components
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SSC
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Security management
Physical protection

Production 3 Production 4Production 2
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(Booksize)

SIMATIC S7-300 with 
CP 343-1 Advanced

SIMATIC Field PG 
with SOFTNET 
Security Client

PC with
CP 1628

Server

Central
Archiving Server

Production n

SIMATIC S7-1500 with 
SCALANCE M874

SIMATIC S7-1200 with 
CP 1243-1

SIMATIC 
S7-1200 with 
CP 1243-7 LTE

Security operation center

WEB Server

Server

SIMATIC
TP1200 Comfort

GSM/UMTS/LTE

Internet

DMZ

SCALANCE 
SC646-2C
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TIC 
0 SIMATIC 

ET 200

SIMATIC
TP700

SIMATIC 
S7-1200

PROFINET

Internet
Router

SCALANCE 
M812-1
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With the aim of taking a further step toward a secure digi-
tal world, Siemens is the first company to receive TÜV SÜD 
(German Technical Inspectorate/South) certification based 
on IEC 62443-4-1 for the interdisciplinary process of devel-
oping automation and drive products, and is also the initia-
tor of the "Charter of Trust". Based on 10 key principles, 

the members of the "Charter of Trust" set themselves the 
three goals of protecting the data of individuals and com-
panies, preventing harm to people, companies and infra-
structures and creating a reliable basis upon which trust is 
established and can grow in a connected, digital world. 

With industry-compatible security products for network secu-
rity and system integrity integrated in the TIA Portal, your 
automation solutions can be efficiently safeguarded and the 
defense in depth security concept for protection of industrial 
plants and automation systems can be implemented.

Totally Integrated Automation: 
Efficient interaction between all automation components
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Industrial security – More than just product functions

Industrial security as part of Totally Integrated Automation

All Industrial Security Appliances and remote networks com-
ponents are integrated in the TIA Portal and can be configured 
there. In addition to central user management with the UMC 
option of the TIA Portal, the firewall rules for the security com-
munications processors are also automatically assigned via 
the TIA Portal.

© Siemens AG 2018
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Automation cell 5 Automation cell 6

SIMATIC 
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Industrial communication is a key factor for corporate 
success – as long as the network is protected. For real-
ization of the cell protection concept, Siemens partners 
with its customers to provide Security Integrated 

Cell protection concept 
With the cell protection concept, a plant network is seg-
mented into individual, protected automation cells within 
which all devices are able to securely communicate with 
each other. The individual cells are connected to the plant 
network in a secured manner with VPN and firewall. Cell 
protection reduces the susceptibility to failure of the entire 
production plant and thus increases its availability. Secu-
rity Integrated products such as SCALANCE S Industrial 
Security Appliances, SCALANCE M industrial routers and 
the security communications processors can be used for 
implementation.

Secured communication between components with Security Integrated in separate automation cells

Cybersecurity - comprehensive security mechanisms
Siemens helps its customers benefit from technological 
progress while keeping risks in areas such as cybersecurity 
as low as possible. A security solution can only be 
implemented optimally when it is continuously adapted to 
new threats. Taking this into account, the products, solu-
tions and services from Siemens for cybersecurity offer 
proven protection in industrial plants, automation systems 
and industrial networks.

components, which not only have integrated communi-
cation functions but also special security functions such 
as firewall and VPN.

© Siemens AG 2018
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SCALANCE S Industrial Security Appliance

The SCALANCE S Industrial Security Appliances offer protec-
tion of devices and networks in discrete manufacturing and 
in the process industry, and protect industrial communica-
tion with mechanisms such as Stateful Inspection Firewall as 
well as Virtual Private Networks (VPN). The devices are suit-
able for industry-related applications and, depending on the 
requirement, are available with different port configurations 
(2 to 6 ports) and range of functions (firewall or firewall 
+ VPN). All versions enable configuration over Web Based 
Management (WBM), Command Line Interface (CLI), Simple 
Network Management Protocol (SNMP), SINEC NMS network 
management 
as well as TIA Portal. 
All Industrial Security Appliances support:

 ◾ User-specific firewall
 ◾ Network Address Translation (NAT), Network Address Port

Translation (NAPT) for communication with series-
produced machines with identical IP address bands

 ◾ Auto-configuration interface for easy configuration of a 
connection to SINEMA Remote Connect

 ◾ Digital input (DI) for connection of a key-operated switch 
for controlled setup of a tunnel connection

 ◾ Simple device replacement with C-PLUG
 ◾ Redundancy mechanisms through VRRPv3 

Industrial Firewall Appliances
SCALANCE SC632-2C and SCALANCE SC636-2C

 ◾ Firewall performance approx. 600 Mbit/s
 ◾ Secured access between separate network segments 

through a bridge firewall
 ◾ Connection via 10/100/1000 Mbit/s ports and 

fiber optic for large distances (up to 200 km)
 ◾ Console port for direct access via programming device
 ◾ Secured redundant MRP/HRP connection for 

SCALANCE SC636-2C
Industrial VPN Appliances
SCALANCE S615

 ◾ Firewall performance approx. 100 Mbit/s
 ◾ Management of up to 20 VPN connections with a

data rate of up to 35 Mbit/s
 ◾ Connection via 10/100 Mbit/s ports

SCALANCE SC642-2C and SCALANCE SC646-2C
 ◾ Firewall performance approx. 600 Mbit/s
 ◾ Secured access between separate network segments 

through a bridge firewall
 ◾ Management of up to 200 VPN connections with a 

data rate of up to 120 Mbit/s
 ◾ Connection via 10/100/1000 Mbit/s ports and 

fiber optic for large distances (up to 200 km)
 ◾ Console port for direct access via programming device
 ◾ Secured redundant MRP/HRP connection for 

SCALANCE SC646-2C
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For more information on Industrial Security Appliances, visit:
siemens.com/scalance-s
Additional information on SINEMA Remote Connect on page 21.

© Siemens AG 2018
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Task
For servicing purposes, a system integrator requires secure 
access via the Internet to his machine or equipment at the end 
user. However, the integrator is to be given access only to 
specific devices and not to the plant network. In addition, a 
secured connection from the plant to a remote station via 
mobile networks (e.g. UMTS or LTE) is to be established.
Solution
Starting points are, for example, system integrator with VPN 
client (SOFTNET Security Client, CP 1628, SCALANCE M874-3) 
end point (automation system): SCALANCE SC646-2C as VPN 
server

Task
Access of a system integrator to the machine is now to be 
unlocked for individual terminal devices and services on a 
user-dependent and role-dependent basis.
Solution 
User-specific firewall rules can be temporarily enabled on the 
SCALANCE S Industrial Security Appliances with personalized 
user data for the duration of the service work.

Secured remote access without direct connection to the automation network with SCALANCE S Industrial Security Appliances

Automation Cell 1Automation Cell n-1Automation Cell n

Plant network

Automation Applications

Automation plant

SIMATIC 
Field PG with 

SOFTNET 
Security 

Client

VPN 
tunnel

VPN 
tunnel

SIMATIC 
S7-1200 with
CP 1243-7 LTE

SIMATIC S7-1500 
with CP 1543-1 G

_I
K1

0_
XX

_1
03

39

SCALANCE 
SC646-2C

PROFINETPROFINETPROFINET

Industrial Ethernet

SCALANCE 
SC632-2C

SCALANCE 
SC632-2C

...

SCALANCE 
M812-1 Internet

Router

SCALANCE 
M874-3

GPRS/UMTS/LTE

Internet

Advantages at a glance

 ◾ Secured remote access via the Internet or mobile 
networks such as UMTS or LTE by safeguarding the 
data transmission with VPN (IPsec)

 ◾ Restriction of access possibilities with integrated 
firewall function

 ◾ Secured remote access to plant units without 
direct access to the plant network with 
SCALANCE SC646-2C firewall

Application example
Secured remote maintenance with SCALANCE S

Advantages at a glance

 ◾ Reduced security risk during service and 
maintenance

 ◾ Controlled and logged device access
 ◾ User-based and protocol-based access control to 

end systems of a network cell

© Siemens AG 2018
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Network security as a central component of the Siemens Industrial Security concept

Application example
Network access protection with DMZ

Task
Network nodes or servers (e.g. MES servers) are to be accessible from both the secured 
network and the unsecured network without a direct connection between the networks.
Solution
A DMZ can be set up with the help of a SCALANCE SC636-2C. The servers can be positioned 
in this DMZ.

Advantages at a glance

 ◾ Increased security through 
data exchange via DMZ and 
prevention of direct access to 
the automation network

 ◾ Protection of automation 
networks against unauthor-
ized access starting at the 
network boundaries

Task
The local network is to be protected against unauthorized access and authorized 
individuals are to receive only the access rights for their role.
Solution
The port of the Industrial Security Appliance (in this case the SCALANCE S615) defined as 
the DMZ port is the single locally accessible port. The Industrial Security Appliance is 
connected to the plant network and a lower-level automation cell. 
User-specific firewall rules are created for each user. To receive access to the network, 
the user must be logged in to the SCALANCE S with user name and password. 

Advantages at a glance

 ◾ Securing the local network 
access

 ◾ Flexible and user-specific 
access rights

 ◾ Central authentication using 
RADIUS is possible

Connection of a local service PC
via SCALANCE S615
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Office Network Untrusted Zone

DMZ

Data base 
server

Server with web 
application

limited accessblocked accesspermitted access

Trusted Zone
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Domain 
Controller

SCALANCE 
SC636-2C

Local 
service PC

Plant network/
secure automation cell

Company network

Service 
access

RADIUS 
Server

Industrial 
Ethernet

PROFINET

SCALANCE
S615
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SCALANCE M industrial routers

Wireless connection to remote networks
The wireless SCALANCE M routers use the globally available, 
public cellular telephone networks (2G, 3G, 4G) for data 
transmission.
SCALANCE M874-2 supports the GSM data services GPRS 
(General Packet Radio Service) and EDGE (Enhanced Data 
Rates for GSM Evolution). 
SCALANCE M874-3 supports the UMTS data service HSPA+ 
(High Speed Packet Access) and therefore enables high trans-
mission rates of up to 14.4 Mbit/s in the downlink and up to 
5.76 Mbit/s in the uplink.
SCALANCE M876-3 supports dual-band CDMA2000 and the 
UMTS data service HSPA+. Thus, the device enables high 
transmission rates of up to 14.4 Mbit/s in the downlink and up 
to 5.76 Mbit/s in the uplink. 
SCALANCE M876-4 supports LTE (Long Term Evolution) and 
enables high transmission rates of up to 100 Mbit/s in the 
downlink and up to 50 Mbit/s in the uplink.
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The SCALANCE M portfolio consists of routers for Industrial 
Remote Communication applications such as Telecontrol and 
Teleservice. The integrated firewall and VPN (IPsec; OpenVPN 
as client and for connection to SINEMA Remote Connection) 
security functions protect against unauthorized access and 
make data transmission secure.

Wired connection to remote networks
The wired routers of the SCALANCE M product family support 
the cost-effective and secured connection of Ethernet-based 
subnets and automation devices. The connection can be 
made over existing two-wire or stranded cables or wired 
telephone or DSL networks. The connection of PROFIBUS 
networks is also possible without any additional adapters or 
software.
SCALANCE M804PB supports PROFIBUS/ MPI. This enables 
the device to have secured remote access to existing systems. 
Transmission rates up to 12 Mbit/s can be achieved. 
SCALANCE M812-1 and SCALANCE M816-1 are DSL 
routers for connection to wired telephone or DSL networks 
that support ASDL2+ (Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line). 
Thus, the devices enable high transmission rates of up to 
25 Mbit/s in the downlink and up to 1.4 Mbit/s in the uplink. 
SCALANCE M826-2 is an SHDSL modem for connection via 
existing two-wire or stranded cables and supports the ITU-T 
standard G.991.2. Thus, the device enables high symmetrical 
transmission rates of up to 15.3 Mbit/s per wire pair.

© Siemens AG 2018
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VPN for secured remote maintenance with SCALANCE M874-3

Task
A service center is to be connected via the Internet, and typi-
cal applications such as remote programming, parameter 
assignment and diagnostics, but also monitoring of machines 
and plants installed worldwide, are to be possible.
Solution
All IP-based devices and, in particular, automation devices 
in the local network behind the SCALANCE M mobile wireless 
router (e.g. SCALANCE M874-3) can be accessed. Multimedia 
applications such as video streaming can also be implemented 
due to the increased bandwidth in the uplink. The VPN 
functionality allows secured data transmission around the 
world.

Advantages at a glance

 ◾ Low investment and operating costs for secured 
remote access to machines and equipment

 ◾ Lower travel costs and telephone charges thanks to 
remote programming and remote diagnostics via 
3G/UMTS or 4G/LTE networks

 ◾ User-friendly diagnostics via Web interface
 ◾ Short transmission times due to high transmission 

rate with HSPA+
 ◾ Protection by integrated firewall and VPN
 ◾ Utilization of the existing UMTS or LTE infrastructure 

of the mobile wireless providers
 ◾ Can be used worldwide thanks to UMTS/GSM (quad 

band) technology; note country-specific approvals
(www.siemens.com/mobilenetwork-approvals)

Application example
Secure access to plant sections via mobile wireless networks

S7-1500 with 
CP 1543-1IP camera

Service Center

VPN
tunnel 1

VPN tunnel 2

Remote Station 1

Remote Station 2

Service PC with 
Software SOFTNET 
Security Client

Mobile radio

Smartphone or 
tablet

SIMATIC S7-1200 with 
CP 1243-7 LTE and CM 1243-5

Industrial Ethernet

Internet
PROFIBUS
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SCALANCE 
M874-3

SCALANCE
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SCALANCE 
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Service technician (mobile)

Internet 
connection Wired internet
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SCALANCE S615 
+ KEY-PLUG

SCALANCE 
SC642-2C

PROFIBUS

Application example
Secured access to plant sections with SINEMA Remote Connect

Configuration example for SINEMA Remote Connect – General overview

Task
Remote access for remote maintenance is to be possible for 
series machines and larger plants with identical subnets. The 
remote access to special-purpose machines and sensitive 
areas, in particular, requires central management of the 
connections needed to acquire status and maintenance data. 
Easy and convenient creation of the corresponding routers 
with routing/NAT information should also be possible.
Solution
SINEMA Remote Connect – the management platform for 
remote networks – is used to centrally manage the connec-
tions between machines and service technicians. SINEMA 
Remote Connect manages both user rights and access autho-
rizations and ensures that only authorized personnel are given 
access to remote machines.
Typical areas of application 

 ◾ Plant and machine building
 ◾ Energy distribution / substations (municipal authorities)
 ◾ Logistics / port logistics
 ◾ Intelligent Traffic Systems (ITS) / transportation 

companies
 ◾ Water & wastewater (municipal authorities, etc.)

Advantages at a glance

 ◾ High transparency and security
 ◾ Logging of access operations
 ◾ Secured and easy access to plant sections from 

anywhere in the world
 ◾ Optimum connection of machines including 

machines with identical IP addresses in local subnets 
(NAT)

 ◾ Convenient management of different users 
(service technicians) through group management

 ◾ Quick and effortless connection setup thanks to 
address book function

 ◾ Easy integration into industrial facilities
 ◾ No special IT know-how required thanks to 

simple user interface with auto-configuration 
for terminal devices and SINEMA RC Client

 ◾ Secure and convenient multifactor authentication 
with user name / password and PKI Smartcard

 ◾ Operation in virtual environment is possible

© Siemens AG 2018
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SIMATIC S7-1200, S7-1500 and ET 200SP Distributed Controller

CP 1243-1, CP 1243-7 LTE and CP 1243-8 IRC
The CP 1243-1 and CP 1243-7 LTE communications processors 
connect the SIMATIC S7-1200 controller to Ethernet networks 
(CP 1243-1) or mobile wireless networks (CP 1243-7 LTE). 
The CP 1243-8 IRC communications processor connects the 
controller to a Telecontrol center via the telecontrol protocols 
SINAUT ST7, DNP3 and IEC 60870-5-104. With integrated fire-
wall and VPN security functions, the communications proces-
sors protect S7-1200 stations and lower-level networks from 
unauthorized access and protect data transmission against 
manipulation and espionage by encrypting it. 

CP 1543SP-1
The CP 1543SP-1 communications processor allows the 
ET 200SP Distributed Controller to be flexibly expanded to 
include an Industrial Ethernet interface. This enables the setup 
of identical machines with the same IP addresses through net-
work segmentation. It also offers extended security functions, 
such as encryption of all transmitted data using VPN with 
IPsec or the Stateful Inspection Firewall for secure access to 
the ET 200SP Distributed Controller. 
CP 1543-1
The CP 1543-1 communications processor securely connects 
the SIMATIC S7-1500 controller to Ethernet networks. With 
its integrated firewall and VPN security functions and proto-
cols for data encryption such as FTPS and SNMPv3, the com-
munications processor protects S7-1500 stations and lower-
level networks from unauthorized access and protects data 
transmission against manipulation and espionage by 
encrypting it. The CP also has encrypted e-mail communica-
tion via SMTPS (Ports 587 and 25) and secure open commu-
nication via TCP/IP.

Advantages at a glance

A special advantage of the security communications pro-
cessors for SIMATIC controllers is the automatic creation 
of firewall rules during configuration with the TIA Portal. 
Configured communication connections are automati-
cally enabled in the firewall so that the configuration 
effort and the error rate are drastically reduced.

Security communications processors protect controllers 
with integrated firewall and VPN against data manipula-
tion and espionage.
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Task
Communication between the automation network and lower-
level networks on SIMATIC controllers is to be secured by 
means of access control.
Solution
The communications processors are placed in the rack of 
the respective target systems (SIMATIC S7-1200, S7-1500, 
ET 200SP Distributed Controller) upstream of the automation 
cells to be protected. In this way, the communication to and 
from the SIMATIC CPU and lower-level automation cell is 
restricted to the permitted connections with the aid of firewall 
rules and, if necessary, protected against manipulation or 
espionage by setting up VPN tunnels.

Advantages at a glance

 ◾ Secured connection of the SIMATIC S7-1200, 
S7-1500 and ET 200SP Distributed Controller to 
Industrial Ethernet by means of integrated 
Stateful Inspection Firewall and VPN

 ◾ Additional secured communication possibilities: 
File transfer and email

 ◾ Use in an IPv6-based infrastructure 1)
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1) Applies to CP 1543-1, CP 1543SP-1

Segmentation of networks and protection of the SIMATIC S7-1200 with CP 1243-1, S7-1500 with CP 1543-1 
and ET 200SP Distributed Controller with CP 1543SP-1

Automation CellAutomation Cell Automation Cell

Advanced  controller
SIMATIC S7-1500 
with CP 1543-1

Basic controller
SIMATIC S7-1200 
with CP 1243-1

Distributed  controller
SIMATIC ET 200SP 
with CP 1543SP-1

PROFINET
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ET 200S

Industrial 
Ethernet

Industrial Ethernet

G
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TIA Portal SIMATIC 
Field PG

PROFINET

SINAMICS

ET 200S

Industrial 
Ethernet
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SINAMICS

ET 200S

Industrial 
Ethernet

Application example
Network segmentation with security communications processors
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CP 343-1 Advanced and CP 443-1 Advanced
Alongside the familiar communication functions, an inte-
grated switch and Layer 3 routing functionality, the Industrial 
Ethernet communications processors CP 343-1 Advanced and 
CP 443-1 Advanced for SIMATIC S7-300 and S7-400 contain 
Security Integrated, i.e. a Stateful Inspection Firewall and a 
VPN gateway for protection of the controller and lower-level 
devices against security risks.

CP 1628
The CP 1628 Industrial Ethernet communications processor 
protects Industrial PCs through a firewall and VPN – for 
secured communication without special operating system set-
tings. In this manner, computers equipped with the module 
can be connected to protected cells. The CP 1628 makes it 
possible to connect a SIMATIC PG/PC and PCs with PCI Express 
slot to Industrial Ethernet (10/100/1000 Mbit/s). Additional 
field devices can be flexibly connected to Industrial Ethernet 
via the integrated switch. Along with the automation func-
tions, the communications processor also has Security Inte-
grated, i.e. a Stateful Inspection Firewall and a VPN gateway 
for protection of the PG/PC system against security risks.

Advantages at a glance

A special advantage of the security communications pro-
cessors for SIMATIC controllers is the automatic creation 
of firewall rules during configuration with the TIA Portal. 
Configured communication connections are automati-
cally enabled in the firewall so that the configuration 
effort and the error rate are drastically reduced.

Security communications processors for
SIMATIC S7-300, S7-400 and PG/PC
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PC with management system 
and database (e.g. Oracle)

SIMATIC 
S7-300 with

CP 343-1 
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Segmentation of networks and protection of the SIMATIC S7-300 and S7-400 controllers with CP 343-1 Advanced or CP 443-1 Advanced
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Task
Communication between the administration system on the 
office level and lower-level networks of the automation level 
is to be secured by means of access control.
Solution
CP 343-1 Advanced and CP 443-1 Advanced are placed 
upstream of the automation cells to be protected. As a result, 
communication is limited to the permitted connections with 
the aid of firewall rules.

Advantages at a glance

 ◾ Firewall, VPN gateway and CP in one device: 
Advanced CPs come with integrated firewall and VPN 
security functions for implementing a protected 
automation cell and for protecting data 
transmission.

 ◾ Secure communication integration: CPs are easily 
configured with STEP 7 / TIA Portal; VPN tunnels can 
be set up between the CPs or to the SCALANCE S 
Industrial Security Appliance, the SOFTNET Security 
Client VPN software, the CP 1628 PC module and the 
SCALANCE M Internet and mobile wireless routers.

All CP 343-1 Advanced and CP 443-1 Advanced users get 
Security Integrated and do not need separate hardware 
or special tools besides SIMATIC S7 to configure the 
security of industrial plants.

Application example
Network segmentation with security communications processors
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SOFTNET Security Client and SINEMA Remote Connect

SOFTNET Security Client
The SOFTNET Security Client enables programming devices, 
PCs and notebooks to set up a VPN connection to other VPN 
appliances, such as SCALANCE S, SCALANCE M or security 
communications processors. Secured client access to automa-
tion systems via LAN or via WAN (e.g. for remote maintenance 
via the Internet) is thus possible. Plant disturbances can be 
reduced because only authorized programming devices or 
notebooks are permitted to access automation devices or 
automation cells.
The use of software on mobile PCs provides greater flexibility 
because additional hardware is not needed to secure the 
communication.

SINEMA Remote Connect
The management platform for remote networks that facili-
tates remote access to machines and equipment around the 
world. SINEMA Remote Connect ensures the secured adminis-
tration of tunnel connections (VPN) between the service 
center, the service engineers and the installed equipment. 
Direct access to the corporate network, in which the equip-
ment or machine is integrated, is initially prevented. The 
service technician and the machine undergoing maintenance 
separately establish a connection to the SINEMA Remote 
Connect server. This then verifies the identity of the individual 
stations by an exchange of certificates, before access to the 
machine is granted. 
The connection to SINEMA Remote Connect can be estab-
lished using a variety of media, such as cellular phone 
networks, DSL or existing private network infrastructures.
With the SCALANCE M804PB industrial router, it is now possi-
ble to easily and economically connect existing PROFIBUS/MPI 
networks directly to SINEMA Remote Connect for secured 
remote access.
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SIMATIC PCS 7 Security

Elements of the PCS 7 Security concept
 ◾ System hardening
 ◾ User administration (SIMATIC Logon)
 ◾ Patch management
 ◾ Malware detection and prevention
 ◾ Firewalls and cell protection
 ◾ Training and processes

PCS 7 Security – Example of staggered security architecture

A top priority in PCS 7 is that operating personnel always 
retain control over production and processes, even when 
security threats occur. Full operator control and monitoring 
capabilities are to be retained when actions are being taken to 
prevent or contain security threats in plants and networks. A 
security concept for PCS 7 is to ensure that only authenticated 
users can perform authorized operator inputs on authenti-
cated devices using the possible operator inputs assigned to 
them. These operator inputs are to be performed using only 
clearly-defined and planned access paths in order to ensure 
reliable production or coordination of an order without 
endangering people, the environment, the product, the 
goods to be coordinated, or the company's business.
The PCS 7 Security concept follows the defense in depth 
strategy. That is, multiple protection levels are created in 
order to minimize risks and to increase the security of plants 
with the following functions:

 ◾ Assignment of access rights only to certain users, 
with SIMATIC LOGON

 ◾ Firewalls: segmentation of your networks, use of security 
cells, firewalls and so-called demilitarized zones (DMZ), 
which allow certain network areas to be segmented for 
security purposes

 ◾ VPN: secured communication over non-secure networks
 ◾ Use of up-to-date virus scanners and adoption of a patch 

management strategy in order to reduce the risk of harm 
to your system

 ◾ Specification of the programs that are permitted to be run 
on your system – through the use of so-called whitelisting

Office

Production network 1 Production network 2 Production network 3

Plant busPlant bus

Terminal bus

Terminal bus

Virus scan 
server

DMZ-Netzwerk

PCS 7 plant

IS/ Web/ 
RDP Client ERP

OS 
Client

SCALANCE S

Ethernet

Engineering 
Station

Web Server/ 
RDS Server

WSUS 
Server

OS 
Client

SIMATIC IT Server

Data Monitor
Domain 
Controller

Domain 
Controller

Automation 
Firewall 1000

Automation 
Firewall 1000

Automation 
Firewall 200

Information 
Server
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Industrial Firewall Appliances Industrial VPN Appliances

Product type designa-
tion

SCALANCE SC632-2C SCALANCE SC636-2C SCALANCE S615 SCALANCE SC642-2C SCALANCE SC646-2C

Article number 6GK5632-2GS00-2AC2 6GK5636-2GS00-2AC2 6GK5615-0AA00-2AA2 6GK5642-2GS00-2AC2 6GK5646-2GS00-2AC2
Transmission rate
Transmission rate 10 / 100 / 1000 Mbit/s 10 / 100 / 1000 Mbit/s 10 / 100 Mbit/s 10 / 100 / 1000 Mbit/s 10 / 100 / 1000 Mbit/s
Interfaces
Electrical connection 2x RJ45 port 6x RJ45 port 5x RJ45 port 2x RJ45 port 6x RJ45 port
Optical connection 2x combo port 

with SFP
2x combo port 
with SFP

– 2x combo port 
with SFP

2x combo port 
with SFP

for signaling contact 1x 2-pin terminal block 1x 2-pin terminal block – 1x 2-pin terminal block 1x 2-pin terminal block
for power supply 1x 4-pin terminal block 1x 4-pin terminal block 1x 5-pin terminal block 1x 4-pin terminal block 1x 4-pin terminal block
C-PLUG swap medium Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Supply voltage, current consumption, power loss
Supply voltage, external 24 V DC 24 V DC 24 V DC 24 V DC 24 V DC
Range 9.6 V ... 31.2 V DC 9.6 V ... 31.2 V DC 10.8 V ... 28.2 V DC 9.6 V ... 31.2 V DC 9.6 V ... 31.2 V DC
Permissible ambient conditions
Ambient temperature 
during operation [°C]

-40 ℃ ... +70 ℃ -40 ℃ ... +70 ℃ -40 ℃ ... +70 ℃ -40 ℃ ... +70 ℃ -40 ℃ ... +70 ℃

Degree of protection IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20
Design
Module format Compact Compact Compact Compact Compact
Product function: Security
Firewall type Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection
Bridge firewall Yes Yes No Yes Yes
User-specific firewall Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Password protection Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Product function with
VPN connection

OpenVPN 
(as client for 
SINEMA RC)

OpenVPN 
(as client for 
SINEMA RC)

IPsec, OpenVPN 
(as client for 
SINEMA RC)

IPsec, OpenVPN 
(as client for 
SINEMA RC)

IPsec, OpenVPN 
(as client for 
SINEMA RC)

IPsec VPN data 
throughput

– – 35 Mbit/s 120 Mbit/s 120 Mbit/s

Number of possible 
connections with 
VPN connection

0 0 20 200 200

Firewall data throughput 600 Mbit/s 600 Mbit/s 100 Mbit/s 600 Mbit/s 600 Mbit/s
NAT/NAPT Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Encryption algorithms – – AES-256, AES-192, 

AES-128, 3DES-168, 
DES-56

AES-256, AES-192, 
AES-128, 3DES-168, 
DES-56

AES-256, AES-192, 
AES-128, 3DES-168, 
DES-56

Authentication 
procedure

– – Preshared Key, 
X.509v3 certificates

Preshared Key, 
X.509v3 certificates

Preshared Key, 
X.509v3 certificates

Hashing algorithms – – MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, 
SHA-384, SHA-512

MD5, SHA-1 MD5, SHA-1

VRRPv3 coupling 6 6 2 6 6
MRP client / HRP client No Yes No No Yes

Technical specifications 
SCALANCE S Industrial Security Appliances
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Product type 
designation

SCALANCE M wireless
M874-2, M874-3 M876-3, M876-4

Article number 6GK5874-2AA00-2AA2
6GK5874-3AA00-2AA2

6GK5876-3AA02-2BA2
6GK5876-4AA00-2BA2

Transmission rate
at interface 1/2 10 / 100 Mbit/s
GPRS transmission uplink/downlink, max. 85.6 Kbit/s 85.6 Kbit/s

EDGE transmission uplink / downlink, max. 237 Kbit/s 237 Kbit/s
HSPA+ transmission uplink/downlink, max. 5.76 Mbit/s 14.4 Mbit/s
EV-DO transmission forward link / reverse link – 3.1 Mbit/s / 1.8 Mbit/s (M876-3 only)
LTE transmission uplink/downlink, max. – 50 Mbit/s / 100 Mbit/s (M876-4 only)
ADSL2+ transmission uplink / downlink, max. – –
SHDSL transmission, max. – –
Interfaces
Number of electrical connections
- For internal network 2 4
- For external network 1 2

- For power supply 2 2
Electrical connection
- For internal network RJ45 port (10/100 Mbit/s, TP, autocrossover) RJ45 port (10/100 Mbit/s, TP, autocrossover)
- For external network SMA antenna sockets (50 ohms) SMA antenna sockets (50 ohms)
- For power supply Terminal strip Terminal strip
Supply voltage, current consumption, power loss
Supply voltage / range 10.8 V ... 28.8 V 10.8 V ... 28.8 V

Permissible ambient conditions
Ambient temperature during operation [°C] -20 °C ... +60 °C -20 °C ... +60 °C
Degree of protection IP20 IP20
Design
Module format Compact Compact
Product function: Security
Firewall type Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection
Bridge firewall No No

User-specific firewall Yes Yes
Password protection Yes Yes
Packet filter Yes Yes
Product function with VPN connection IPsec, OpenVPN (as client) IPsec, OpenVPN (as client)
Number of possible connections with 
VPN connection

20 20

PSK type of authentication for VPN Yes Yes
Key length
1 | 2 | 3 with IPsec AES for VPN 128 bit | 192 bit | 256 bit 128 bit | 192 bit | 256 bit
with IPsec 3DES / with virtual private network 168 bit 168 bit
Type of packet authentication with VPN MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512 MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512
VRRPv3 coupling 2 2

MRP client / HRP client No No

SCALANCE M mobile wireless, DSL and PROFIBUS routers
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Product type 
designation

SCALANCE M wired
M812-1/M816-1 M826-2 M804PB

Article number 6GK5812-1BA00-2AA2
6GK5816-1BA00-2AA2

6GK5826-2AB00-2AB2 6GK5804-0AP00-2AA2

Transmission rate
at interface 1/2 10 / 100 Mbit/s 10 / 100 Mbit/s 10 / 100 Mbit/s
GPRS transmission uplink/downlink, max. – – –

EDGE transmission uplink / downlink, max. – – –
HSPA+ transmission uplink/downlink, max. – – –
EV-DO transmission forward link / reverse link – – –
LTE transmission uplink/downlink, max. – – –
ADSL2+ transmission uplink / downlink, max. 1.4 Mbit/s / 25 Mbit/s  – –
SHDSL transmission, max. – 15.3 Mbit/s –
Interfaces
Number of electrical connections
- For internal network 1 4 4 2
- For external network 1 1 2 1

- For power supply 2 2 2 2
Electrical connection
- For internal network RJ45 port (10/100 Mbit/s, TP, autocrossover) RJ45 port (10/100 Mbit/s, TP, 

autocrossover), D-SUB
- For external network RJ45 DSL port – Terminal strip RJ45 port (10/100 Mbit/s, TP, 

autocrossover)
- For power supply – – Terminal strip
Supply voltage, current consumption, power loss
Supply voltage / range 10.8 V ... 28.8 V 10.8 V ... 28.8 V 10.8 V ... 28.8 V

Permissible ambient conditions
Ambient temperature during operation [°C] 0 °... +60 °C -40 ℃ ... +70 ℃ -20 °C ... +60 °C
Degree of protection IP20 IP20 IP20
Design
Module format Compact Compact Compact
Product function: Security
Firewall type Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection
Bridge firewall No No No

User-specific firewall Yes Yes Yes
Password protection Yes Yes Yes
Packet filter Yes Yes Yes
Product function with VPN connection IPsec, OpenVPN (as client) IPsec, OpenVPN (as client) IPsec, OpenVPN (as client)
Number of possible connections with 
VPN connection

20 20 20

PSK type of authentication for VPN Yes Yes Yes
Key length
1 | 2 | 3 with IPsec AES for VPN 128 bit | 192 bit | 256 bit 128 bit | 192 bit | 256 bit 128 bit | 192 bit | 256 bit
with IPsec 3DES / with virtual private network 168 bit 168 bit 168 bit
Type of packet authentication with VPN MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512
VRRPv3 coupling 2 2

MRP client / HRP client No No

SCALANCE M mobile wireless, DSL and PROFIBUS routers
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Product type 
designation

CP 1243-1 CP 1243-7 LTE CP 1243-8 IRC CP 1543-1 CP 1543SP-1

Article number 6GK7243-1BX30-0XE0 6GK7243-7KX30-0XE0 6GK7243-8RX30-0XE0 6GK7543-1AX00-0XE0 6GK7543-6WX00-0XE0
Transmission rate
at interface 1 10/100 Mbit/s Mobile wireless 

4G/3G/2G
10/100 Mbit/s 10/100/1 000 Mbit/s 10/100 Mbit/s

Interfaces
to interface 1 
according to IE

1x RJ45 port Antenna connection 
SMA socket

1x RJ45 port 1x RJ45 port using ET 200SP 
BusAdapter

for power supply – 1 1 – –
C-PLUG swap medium – – – – –
Supply voltage
1 from backplane bus 5 V DC – 5 V DC 15 V DC –
external – 24 V DC 24 V DC – 24 V DC
Permissible ambient conditions during operation
- When installed vertically -20 °C … +60 °C -20 °C … +60 °C -20 °C … +60 °C 0 °C … +40 °C 0 °C … +50 °C
- When installed 
horizontally

-20 °C … +70 °C -20 °C … +70 °C -20 °C … +70 °C 0 °C … +60 °C 0 °C … +60 °C

Degree of protection IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20 IP20
Design
Module format Compact S7-1200, 

single width
Compact S7-1200, 
single width

Compact S7-1200, 
single width

Compact S7-1500, 
single width

Compact module 
for ET 200SP

Product function: Security
Firewall type Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection
Product function with 
VPN connection

IPsec IPsec IPsec, SINEMA RC IPsec IPsec, SINEMA RC

Type of encryption 
algorithms with 
VPN connection

AES-256, AES-192, 
AES-128, 3DES-168

AES-256, AES-192, 
AES-128, 3DES-168, 
DES-56

AES-256, AES-192, 
AES-128, 3DES-168, 
DES-56

AES-256, AES-192, 
AES-128, 3DES-168, 
DES-56

AES-256, AES-192, 
AES-128, 3DES-168, 
DES-56

Type of authentication 
methods with VPN 
connection

Preshared key (PSK), 
X.509v3 certificates

Preshared key (PSK), 
X.509v3 certificates

Preshared key (PSK), 
X.509v3 certificates

Preshared key (PSK), 
X.509v3 certificates

Preshared key (PSK), 
X.509v3 certificates

Type of hashing algo-
rithms with VPN 
connection

MD5, SHA-1 MD5, SHA-1 MD5, SHA-1 MD5, SHA-1 MD5, SHA-1

Number of possible 
connections with 
VPN connection

8 1 8 16 4

Product function
Password protection for 
Web applications

No No No No No

ACL – IP-based No No No No No
ACL – IP-based for 
PLC/routing

No No No No No

Deactivation of services 
that are not needed

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Blocking of 
communication via 
physical ports

No No No No Yes

Log file for unauthorized 
access

No No No Yes Yes
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CP 1243-1, CP 1243-7 LTE, CP1243-8 IRC, CP 1543-1 and CP 1543SP-1
communications processors
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CP 343-1 Advanced, CP 443-1 Advanced and CP 1628 
communications processors

Product type 
designation

CP 343-1 Advanced CP 443-1 Advanced CP 1628

Article number 6GK7343-1GX31-0XE0 6GK7443-1GX30-0XE0 6GK1162-8AA00
Transmission rate
at interface 1/2 10/1000 Mbit/s / 10/100 Mbit/s 10/1000 Mbit/s / 10/100 Mbit/s 10/1000 Mbit/s / –
Interfaces
Electrical connection
to interface 1 according to IE 1x RJ45 port 1x RJ45 port 2x RJ45 port
to interface 2 according to IE 2x RJ45 port 4x RJ45 port –
of the backplane bus – – PCI Express x1
for power supply 2-pin plug-in terminal strip – 1x 2-pin terminal block
C-PLUG swap medium Yes Yes –
Supply voltage, current consumption, power loss
Type of power supply voltage – – DC
Supply voltage
1 from backplane bus 5 V DC 5 V DC 3.3 V DC
2 from backplane bus 12 V DC
external 24 V DC – 24 V DC
Range – – 10.5 V ... 32 V DC
Permissible ambient conditions
during operation 0 °C … +60 °C +5 °C ... +55 °C
- When installed vertically 0 °C … +40 °C – –
- When installed horizontally 0 °C … +60 °C – –
Degree of protection IP20 IP20 –
Design
Module format Compact Compact S7-400 

single width
PCI Express x1 (half length)

Product function: Security
Firewall type Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection Stateful Inspection
Bridge firewall No No No

User-specific firewall Yes Yes Yes
Product function with VPN connection IPsec IPsec IPsec
Type of encryption algorithms 
with VPN connection

AES-256, AES-192, AES-128, 
3DES-168, DES-56

AES-256, AES-192, AES-128, 
3DES-168, DES-56

AES-256, AES-192, AES-128, 
3DES-168, DES-56

Type of authentication methods 
with VPN connection

Preshared key (PSK), X.509v3 
certificates

Preshared key (PSK), X.509v3 
certificates

Preshared key (PSK), X.509v3 
certificates

Type of hashing algorithms with VPN connection MD5, SHA-1 MD5, SHA-1 MD5, SHA-1
Number of possible connections 
with VPN connection

32 32 64

Product function
Password protection for Web applications Yes Yes No
ACL – IP-based Yes Yes No
ACL – IP-based for PLC/routing Yes Yes No
Deactivation of services that are not needed Yes Yes No
Blocking of communication via 
physical ports

Yes Yes No

Log file for unauthorized access No No No
MRP client Yes Yes No
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Product type 
designation

SOFTNET Security Client SINEMA Remote Connect SINEMA RC Client

Article number 6GK1704-1VW04-0AA0 6GK1720-1AH01-0BV0 6GK1721-1XG01-0AA0
Transmission rate
at interface 1/2 depending on the PC system
Product function: Security
Firewall type – – –
Product function with VPN connection IPsec IPsec/OpenVPN OpenVPN
Type of encryption algorithms 
with VPN connection

AES-256, AES-192, AES-128, 
3DES, DES

AES-128, 192, 256: Advanced Encryption Standard 
(128-, 192- or 256-bit key length, mode CBC)
DES-EDE, DES-EDE3: Data Encryption Standard 
(128- or 192-bit key length, mode CBC)

Type of authentication methods 
with VPN connection

Preshared key (PSK), X.509v3 
certificates

Certificate  Certificate  

Type of hashing algorithms with VPN connection MD5, SHA-1 IPsec: SHA 1, 256, 384, 512
OpenVPN: SHA-1, 256, 512

OpenVPN: SHA-1, 256, 512

Number of possible VPN connections Unlimited or dependent on 
the computer configuration

Unlimited or dependent on 
the target system, network

1:1 relationship with 
SINEMA Remote Connect 
server

Operating system: Windows 7 Professional 
or Ultimate, 32/64-bit 
Windows XP Professional 
(32-bit) +SP3

SINEMA RC Virtual Appliance 
has its own operating system

Windows 7 Ultimate, 
Enterprise, 
Professional SP1 
(32 and 64-bit) 
Windows 8.1 Pro (64-bit)

 
SOFTNET Security Client and SINEMA Remote Connect
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Industrial Security 
IE RJ45 Port Lock

IE RJ45 Port Lock

SIMATIC RF1000
The growing demands for security and increasing requirements 
for documentation call for solutions that can control access to 
machines and equipment on a user-specific basis. With the read-
ers of its SIMATIC RF1000 series, Siemens is providing a simple 
way to use existing employee IDs for operation of machines. 
This allows finely graduated access concepts to be implemented 
or user-specific instructions to be stored - all with one card.  
Use of existing employee IDs allows individual control of access 
rights. The identification of operating personnel at machines 
and equipment is also used for retracing purposes and prevents 
maloperations. With their compact design and small overall 
depth, the two readers SIMATIC RF1060R and SIMATIC RF1070R 
can be combined with existing hardware (HMI devices, IPCs and 
panels), thereby making them easier to use. The high degree of 
protection (IP65 at the front) and temperature range from 
-25 to +55 °C enables use directly on machines and equipment 
in harsh industrial environments. 

Physical network access protection with IE RJ45 Port Lock
A well-balanced and holistic security concept also includes physi-
cal protection measures. A known problem is the presence of 
open unused RJ45 ports that can be used by unauthorized per-
sons to gain access to the network. The IE RJ45 Port Lock has 
been developed to reduce this risk. The IE RJ45 Port Lock 
enables mechanical locking of RJ45 ports at terminal devices or 
network components. The rugged design of the port lock in the 
form of a plug-in connector completely occupies the RJ45 port. 
In this way, the insertion of RJ45 cables can be prevented and 
undesired use of unused RJ45 ports on unconfigurable network 
components can also be avoided. The detent lug of the RJ45 
Port Lock is blocked by the integrated lock, which can only be 
unlocked with a mechanical key. Additional advantages of the 
port lock are its rugged, industry-compatible mounting technol-
ogy and its ease of installation without additional tools thanks to 
the RJ45-compatible design.

 
SIMATIC RF1000 Access Control Reader

Access Control Reader
SIMATIC RF1060R / 
SIMATIC RF1070R

Panel for device 
control

USB port

Company ID

Access to machines with existing RFID-based identification card system
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SCALANCE X
The managed switches of the SCALANCE X product family are 
well suited for setup of line, star and ring structures.
The SCALANCE X-200, X-300, X-400 and X-500 modules 
can control network access and have the following security 
functions:

 ◾ Management ACL (Access Control List)
 ◾ IEEE 802.1X (RADIUS)
 ◾ 802.1Q-VLAN – enables logical separation of the data 

traffic between pre-defined ports on the switches
 ◾ Broadcast/Multicast/Unicast Limiter
 ◾ Broadcast blocking

In addition, the following secured protocols are supported:
 ◾ SSH
 ◾ HTTPS
 ◾ SNMP v3

SCALANCE W
Reliable wireless communication solution on different auto-
mation levels according to WLAN standard IEEE 802.11 – the 
SCALANCE W IWLAN products enable scalable applications. 
SCALANCE W access points und client modules have the 
following security functions: 

 ◾ Management ACL (Access Control List)  
 ◾ IEEE 802.1X (RADIUS)  
 ◾ Access protection according to IEEE 802.11i 
 ◾ WPA2(RADIUS)/ WPA2-PSK with AES    

In addition, the following secured protocols are supported:
 ◾ SSH
 ◾ HTTPS 
 ◾ SNMP v3

Inter AP Blocking
Available in firmware version 4.2 and higher. This increases 
the security in a network environment with multiple 
SCALANCE W access points. WLAN clients that are connected 
via a layer 2 network (switches) using different access points 
can communicate directly with one other. This could pose a 
security risk, depending on the application. "Inter AP Blocking" 
is used to specify those communication partners or gateways 
that WLAN clients are permitted to communicate with, 
thereby minimizing the security risk. Communication with 
other devices in the network is prevented using KEY-PLUG 
W700 Security (6GK5907-0PA00). It can be used with all 
SCALANCE W access points with a KEY-PLUG slot.

 
Security with SCALANCE X and SCALANCE W

SCALANCE X-200 product line SCALANCE W product family
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Security with RUGGEDCOM

Security
Security is an important issue in the energy sector. Automa-
tion and communication networks also play a key role here for 
task-critical applications, and high reliability is of utmost 
importance. The following features of the RUGGEDCOM 
RX1400 and RM1224 address security threats at the network 
level:

 ◾ VPN (IPsec) – the integrated hardware encryption 
engine enables highly efficient IPsec data communica-
tion without use of the main processor

 ◾ Passwords – satisfy the NERC guidelines including the 
option for RADIUS-based authentication

 ◾ SSH / SSL – enhanced password protection with the 
option of encrypting passwords and data for transmis-
sion within the network

 ◾ Unblocking/blocking of ports – ability to block ports so 
that unauthorized devices cannot establish a connec-
tion to unused ports

 ◾ 802.1Q-VLAN – enables logical separation of the data 
traffic between pre-defined ports on the switches

Fiber Optic 
Single Mode

Embedded Generation

Substation

Secondary 
Carrier

Primary 
Carrier

Master SCADA Servers

Serial Industrial Ethernet 
(Copper) 

RMURMU

RMURMU

RUGGEDCOM 
RX1400

RUGGEDCOM 
RX1400

RUGGEDCOM 
RX1400

RUGGEDCOM 
RX1400

RUGGEDCOM 
RX1400

G
_R

C
M

0_
X

X
_0

00
53

Industrial Ethernet 
(Fiber Optic)

PDC 
LAN

SDC 
LAN

RUGGEDCOM 
RS416

RUGGEDCOM 
RS416

The RUGGEDCOM RX1400 is suitable for reliable connection of low-voltage transformer substations and distributed power generation plants over 
public mobile wireless networks.

 ◾ SNMPv3 – encrypted authentication and access 
protection

 ◾ HTTPS – for secured access to the web interface
 ◾ 802.1X – ensures that only permissible field devices can 

be connected to the device
 ◾ MAC address list – access control for devices that do not 

support RADIUS
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LAN / WAN Connection
Secure Remote Access (SSL) 

Application 
Virtualization
Server

Optional: Secure 
Accesss Manager 
Local (SAM-L)

*Remote facility can have optional SAC or optional SAM-L, but not both.

Local login 
to SAM-L

Licensed IED Count

WAN or Dial up Connection

Tablet

Smart 
Phone

Gateway
Local Login 
to SAC 

Remote Facility

Control Center Network

(optional) (optional) 

RSA 
Authentication 
Server 

Active 
Directory 
Server

Licensed 
Users

Client

PC
Secure Access 
Manager

High 
Availability 
(optional) 

RUGGEDCOM RX1500 with 
optional Station Access Controller  
and optional ADM Agent on APE 

IEDIEDIED

Industrial Ethernet  

G
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0_
X

X
_0

02
19

RUGGEDCOM 
CROSSBOW 

Industrial Wireless LAN

SCALANCE 
W788-2 M12 EEC

RUGGEDCOM CROSSBOW: Application overview 

System architecture
The figure illustrates the typical system architecture of a 
utility using RUGGEDCOM CROSSBOW. The CROSSBOW 
Secure Access Manager (SAM) is the central enterprise 
server via which all remote access connections are estab-
lished. It represents the sole trustworthy data source for 
clients from the perspective of intelligent electronic devices 
(IED). It forms the heart of the system and provides role-
based access control and management of website and IED 
access. 

For user access to remote IEDs, the 
CROSSBOW clients establish secured SSL connections to the 
SAM. The SAM is connected via a secured WAN to gateway 
devices on the transformer substation, such as RUGGEDCOM 
RX1500 or another supported device. The gateway estab-
lishes the connection to IEDs either directly or through 
lower-level remote terminal units (RTU).

CROSSBOW SAM also enables access to IEDs via their own 
direct modem access, e.g. for applications on the lattice 
tower, counter or process control, IEDs for status monitor-
ing or other host computers/servers. 

Based on its ability to provide secured RBAC remote access 
to any IED, CROSSBOW is an indispensable tool for any 
application with IEDs in the following sectors:

 ◾ Utilities (power, gas, water) 
 ◾ Transport control systems 
 ◾ Industry and mining applications
 ◾ Building management systems
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Industrial Security Services

The increasing internetworking of production and office has 
made many processes faster and easier. Uniform use of the 
same data and information creates synergies. This trend, 
however, also poses increased risks. 
Today it is no longer just the office environment that is under 
threat from viruses, hacker attacks, etc. There is also a risk of 
intrusions, influencing of integrity and loss of know-how in 
production facilities. Many weak spots in security are not obvi-
ous at first glance. For this reason, it is advisable to review and 
optimize the security of existing automation environments in 
order to maintain a high level of plant availability. 
The Industrial Security Services portfolio provides a compre-
hensive product range for developing, implementing and 
maintaining a strategy conforming to the defense in depth 
concept. The scalable offer includes comprehensive advice 
(Access Security), technical implementation (Implement Secu-
rity) and continuous service (Manage Security).
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Assess Security
Assess Security consists of multiple assessments that ensure 
evaluation-based transparency within an automation system. 
For this, the system is analyzed together with the customer 
for the purpose of identification of vulnerabilities for critical 
components and careful examination of processes.

Implement Security
Implement Security means the implementation of security 
measures to increase the security level of production facilities. 
Systems that can detect and defend against concrete attacks 
are installed for this. Measures are also integrated that make it 
difficult for unauthorized persons to infiltrate the system with 
unnoticed viruses or malware.

Manage Security
Manage Security enables continuous monitoring and regular 
adjustments and updates of existing security measures, patch 
and vulnerability management and incident handling in auto-
mation systems. 
Manage Security combines Siemens expertise in automation 
with the best practices from the IEC 62443 und NERC-CIP 
standards. 

© Siemens AG 2018
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Manage 
Security

Implement 
Security

Assess 
Security

Assess Security for a risk-based 
security roadmap
Assess Security includes comprehensive analysis of 
threats, identification of risks and concrete 
recommendation of security measures.

 ◾ You benefit from: a plant-specific and risk-based 
security roadmap for a consistently optimal security 
level.

Implement Security for risk reduction measures 

Implement Security means the implementation of 
security measures to increase the security level of plants 
and production facilities.

 ◾ You benefit from: prevention of security gaps and 
better protection against cyber threats thanks to 
technical and organizational measures.

Manage Security for comprehensive, 
continuous protection
Manage Security means continuous monitoring, regular 
adjustment and updating of the implemented measures 
through our security tools.

 ◾ You benefit from: maximum transparency with regard 
to the security status of your plants and proactive 
prevention of potential threat scenarios thanks to 
our security tools, which are designed specifically for 
your industrial environment.
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Terms, definitions

Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity, also referred to as computer security or IT secu-
rity, is the protection of hardware, software, information and 
offered services of computer-based systems from theft, sabo-
tage and misuse.
Demilitarized zone (DMZ)
A demilitarized zone or DMZ denotes a computer network 
with security-related control of the ability to access the con-
nected servers. The systems in the DMZ are shielded from 
other networks (such as Internet, LAN) by one or more fire-
walls. This separation can allow access to publicly accessible 
services (e.g. email) while allowing the internal network (LAN) 
to be protected against unauthorized access. The point is to 
make computer network services available to both the WAN 
(Internet) and the LAN (intranet) on the most secure basis 
possible. A DMZ's protective action works by isolating a sys-
tem from two or more networks.
Firewall
Security components that allow or block data communication 
between interconnected networks according to specified 
security restrictions. Firewall rules are configured for this. It is 
thus possible to specify that only a particular PC may access a 
given controller, for example.
Industrial Security
Industrial security comprises the protection of information, 
data and intellectual property during processing, transmission 
and storage in the industrial environment. Availability, integ-
rity and confidentiality are to be safeguarded. The purpose is 
to defend against attacks, threats, dangers and economic 
losses and to minimize risks. Guidance is provided by various 
national and international standards such as IEC 62443, ISO/
IEC 27000, ISO/IEC 15408 and the national laws in effect, e.g. 
Federal Data Protection Act in 
Germany. 
Port security
The access control function allows individual ports to be 
blocked for unknown nodes. If the access control function is 
enabled on a port, packets arriving from unknown MAC 
addresses are discarded immediately. Only packets arriving 
from known nodes are accepted.

RADIUS (IEEE 802.1X): 
Authentication via an external server
The concept of RADIUS is based on a central authentication 
server. A terminal device can only access the network or a 
network resource after the logon data of the device has been 
verified by the authentication server. Both the terminal device 
and the authentication server must support the Extensive 
Authentication Protocol (EAP).
System hardening
System hardening involves the disabling of unneeded inter-
faces and ports, thereby reducing the vulnerability of the 
network to external and internal attacks. Every level of an 
automation system is considered: the control system, network 
components, PC-based systems and programmable logic 
controllers.
Virtual Private Network (VPN)
A VPN tunnel connects two or more network nodes (e.g. secu-
rity components) and the network segments behind them. 
Encrypting the data within this tunnel makes it impossible for 
third parties to listen in on or falsify the data when it is trans-
mitted over a non-secure network (e.g. the Internet).
Virtual LAN (VLAN)
VLANs (IEEE 802.1Q) enable logical separation 
of the data traffic between pre-defined ports on the switches. 
The result is several "virtual" networks on the network, which 
exists only once physically. Data communication takes place 
only within a VLAN.
Whitelisting
Whether it's for individuals, companies, or programs: a 
whitelist – or positive list – refers to a collection of like ele-
ments that are classified as trustworthy. Whitelisting for PCs 
ensures that only those programs that are actually required 
can be executed.
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)
VRRP is a protocol that guarantees that terminal devices can 
still communicate if a standard gateway router fails. A virtual 
IP address enables the backup router to be operated as the 
master router.
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Follow us on:
twitter.com/siemensindustry
youtube.com/siemens

Learn everything 
about industrial security:

 ◾ An overview of our security products and 
services

 ◾ The latest innovations from the field of 
industrial security
www.siemens.com/industrial-security

 ◾ www.siemens.com/network-security

© Siemens AG 2018
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Security information
Siemens provides products and solutions with industrial 
security functions that support the secure operation of 
plants, systems, machines and networks.

In order to protect plants, systems, machines and networks 
against cyber threats, it is necessary to implement – and 
continuously maintain – a holistic, state-of-the-art industri-
al security concept. Siemens’ products and solutions consti-
tute one element of such a concept.

Customers are responsible for preventing unauthorized 
access to their plants, systems, machines and networks. 
Such systems, machines and components should only be 
connected to an enterprise network or the internet if and to 
the extent such a connection is necessary and only when 
appropriate security measures (e.g. firewalls and/or net-
work segmentation) are in place.

For additional information on industrial security measures 
that may be implemented, please visit 
https://www.siemens.com/industrialsecurity. 

Siemens’ products and solutions undergo continuous 
development to make them more secure. Siemens strongly 
recommends that product updates are applied as soon as 
they are available and that the latest product versions are 
used. Use of product versions that are no longer supported, 
and failure to apply the latest updates may increase 
customer’s exposure to cyber threats.

To stay informed about product updates, subscribe to the 
Siemens Industrial Security RSS Feed under 
https://www.siemens.com/industrialsecurity.

Siemens AG
Process Industries and Drives
Process Automation
Postfach 48 48
90026 Nürnberg
Germany

© Siemens AG 2018
Subject to change without prior notice
Article No. 6ZB5530-1AP02-0BA8
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Printed in Germany

The information provided in this brochure contains merely general 
descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual 
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